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DANBURITE FROM OBIRA, JAPAN

BY HERBERT P. WHITLOCK

The material upon which this crystallographic study is based was
furnished by a series of 13 loose crystals (catalogue number 17398)
acquired by the American Museum in 1892 by exchange with Professor
Takeo Wada, and labeled by him as coming from Obira, Bungo Province,

Fig. 1

Japan. A suite of five crystals was selected from this series and meas-

ured with the Goldschmidt 2-circle goniometer. The author takes this
opportunity to express his thanks to Professor Wada for his kindness,
by which this material has been made available for study.

Oct. 3, 1929
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Danburite crystals from Obira were studied in 1911 by Goldschmidt
and Philipp,l who described 13 crystals selected from a series of 22.
These authors also cited the previous work of Weber (1903) and Jimbo,
Wada and Ko (1905), on Japanese danburite.

Goldschmidt and Philipp added eleven new forms to the species as
a result of their studies and established a new and more accurate axial
ratio.

The danburite crystals which are the subject of the present study
average about 3 mm. in cross section by 12 mm. in length. They are
water-clear and colorless, and are highly modified by many small planes,
these being almost universally brilliant, and reflecting clear images of the
goniometer signal.

The forms present on the five crystals selected for measurement, with
their distribution, are given in the following table. Of the 49 forms
observed, 31 are new for danburite.

FORMS CRYSTALS
I II III IV V

c 001 0 X X X X X
a 100 coO X X X X X
b 010 0OD X X X X x
L 920 Icc x x new
M 310 3o X X X X
n 210 2oo X X X X X
D 970 9CO x x
1 110 00 X X X X X
J 120 oo2 x x X x x
z 013 oj X
d O0l 01. x x x x x

031 03 X
y 072 0i Xne
1 °103 j0 X new

t 101 10 X X X X X
0 504 jo X X new
W 201 20 X X X X X
p 401 40 X X X X X
R 601 60 X X
T 12.0.1 12.0 < new
S | 66|717 11 X new

616 A~ X X X new
515 1*X new

x 212 i1I X X X X X

1912. 'Ueber Danburit von Obira (Japan),' Zeitachr. f. Kryst.'Lold,chmidt, V., andPhi3pp, H.
L, p. 443.
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(Forms and Crystals continued)

FORMS CRYSTALS
1 I II III IV V

7r 858 lj X new
323 1Tl X new
434 1 >X new
767 17 X new

r 111 1 X X X X X
e 121 12 X X X X X

449 9 X X new
v 112 x x
K 559 I new

314 31 X | new
b 527 '72 X new

2 1
c 213 qf T X new
z 325 32 x x
b 347 7 7 X X new

1 2
e 123 T - X new

257 27 X new
716 6 X new

514 X new

I 148 X X new
2 1

m 4.5.10 X new
o 548 X X new

10.7.14 XaT X new
W 614 24 X X

I10 2n 10.2.7 7 x new
q 95S L x new

r 14.4.5 5 X new
14.3.4 2 new

u 152 %a X. new

The general disposition of the principal poles of the form system of
danburite in gnomonic projection is shown in Figure 1, which is drawn to
a reduced scale to accommodate the size of the page. Figure 2 shows a

quadrant of the gnomonic field, enlarged to show the intricate form
system of this occurrence of danburite, the poles of the new forms being
indicated in solid circles. As will be seen from Figure 2, a large propor-
tion of the new pyramids lie in three well defined zones in which their
harmonic relations will be presently discussed.

One new prism L (920) was observed once on each of crystals II
and V. The average of these two readings gave:
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FORM OBSERVED CALCULATED
N (P p pPP

0 1 0 1 0 I 0 ,

L 920 2 78 36 90 00 78 28 90 00

Three new macrodomes were observed.
j (103) was observed once on crystal III, as a very narrow plane

between (001) and (101)
0 (504) was noted twice on crystal I and once on crystal III as

narrow but bright planes.

Fig. 2

[No. 3744
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T (12.0.1) was noted only once on crystal IV as a short narrow
plane between (601) and (100).

FORMS MEASURED CALCULATED
N pP p

o 0 0 0 _

103 1 90 3 18 1 90 0 17 45
O 504 3 90 3 49 54 90 0 50 12
T 12.0.1 1 90 3 85 27 90 0 85 2-

One new brachidome y (072) was observed as a small but bright
trapezohedral plane.

FORMS OBSERVED CALCULATED
N Sp p p

o 0 I 0 0

y 072 1 0 2 72 4 0 0 72 3

The zone between (011) and (101) as shown on Figure 2 is partic-
ularly rich in pyramids, including two that have been previously observed
on danburite, and six that are new to the species. Developing the forms
in this zone into a series we have:

011 257 123 347 112 325 213 527 314 101
hk0 2 1 3 1 3 2 2 3 a:

N4 0 .. 12 1 . . 2 a 3 .- o

Referring this section of the zone to Normal Series 4, we have an
incomplete zone with no extra forms, that is, no forms referable to a
higher normal series than N4.

f (257). This new pyramid was observed once only as a minute face
on crystal II.

e (123). This new pyramid was observed twice on crystal I. The
pole (123) also lies in zone [111:210].

b (347). This new pyramid was noted once on crystal I and once on
crystal III.

z (325). This pyramid was observed by Goldschmidt and Philipp.'
Like the preceding form it was noted on the present occurrence once on
crystal I, and once on crystal III.

c (213). This new pyramid was observed three-times on crystal 1
as a series of small narrow plan6s. Besides its excellent position in the
zone under discussion, the pole (213) also lies at the intersection of the
zones [031:111], [103:110], [013:100].

'Loc. cit.
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b (527). This new pyramid was noted only once on crystal III as
a small narrow plane. The pole (527) lies at the intersection of zone
under discussion and [103:212].

a (314). This new pyramid, like the last discussed, appeared only
once, as a small narrow plane on crystal III. The pole (314) lies at the
intersection of the zone under discussion and [121:152], [212:110].

FORMS MEASURED CALCULATED
N p (P p

0 1 0 1 0 1 0 I

257 1 22 58 34 35 23 32 34 27½
e 123 2 28 37 33 53 28 34 33 470
b 347 2 39 35 33 17 39 141' 33 3
z 325 2 58 29 34 9 58 3114 34 2
c 213 3 65 17 35 17 65 20½§ 35 10
b 527 1 70 57 36 32 69 50 36 9
a 314 1 72 11 36 52 72 59 36 59

Developing the portion of the zone [011:101:110] that is included
between (101) and (110) into a series, we have:

101 716 514 211 110
k o % V4 1

The two new pyramids included in this section of the zone, (716)
and (514), fall respectively in normal series N6 and N4. The pyramid
(211) was not observed on crystals of this pccurrence as at present
studied, although appearing on material from other localities.

g (716). This new pyramid was observed once on crystal III, as
a narrow but fairly bright plane. The pole (716) also lies in zones
[112:210] and [504:212].

t (514). This new pyramid appeared once on crystal I, as a small,
bright, triangular plane. The pole (514) also marks the intersection of
zones [111:152] and [201:112].

FORMS MEASURED CALCULATED
N P (P p

0 I 0 1 0 1 0 I

g 716 1 82 481 48 33 82 32 48 31
b 514 1 79 48 50 10 79 36 50 41

The portion of the zone [101:111:010] that is included between (101)
and (111) is particularly rich in new forms, no less than seven new
pyramids falling between these limits. Developing this portion of the
zone into a series and including the poles (313) and (535), representing

6 [No. 374
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forms previously observed on Japanese danburite, although absent
from the present material, we have:

101 717 616 515 313 212 535 858 323 434 767 111
h
k X 7 6 5 3 2 % 1
v-i 0 6 5 4 2 1 3 § + + \ 0
N4 °° (6) (5) 4 .. 2 ...1. & § *. (0')0
Referred to normal series 4 (N4), this zone fragment is very incom-

plete, especially between (101) and (212), and contains three extra forms
whose poles are situated close to the end knot points.

a (717). This new pyramid was noted once on crystal IV. Its zonal
relations to the danburite form system are less satisfactory than any
form hitherto discussed. The pole (717), however, lies in zone [347:210].

,B (616). This new pyramid was observed once on each of crystals
, III, and IV. Its zonal relation to the form system of danburite are

better than those for the form immediately preceding. The pole (616)
lies at the intersection of the zone under discussion and [013:201] and
[112:920].

0 (515). This new pyramid was noted once on crystal IV as a
narrow plane. The pole (155) also falls in zone [112:201].

7r (858). This new pyramid, together with the three next to be
discussed, was observed on crystal V, forming a group of narrow planes
whose reflections of the goniometer signal followed one another in close
sequence. The pole (858) also falls in zone [614:122].

4 (323). The pole of this new pyramid falls at the intersection of the
zone under discussion and [112 :310], [103.110] and [201.121].

r (434). This new pyramid was observed once on crystal II as well
as on Crystal V. The pole (434) marks the intersection of the zone
under discussion with [401.011] and [504.310].

i,t (767). The pole of this new pyramid falls at the intersection of
the zone under discussion with [347.210] and [122.401].

MEASURED CALCULATED
FORMS N | p P p

7 ~~ ~~~~~~01 0 0 I0 0

a 717 1 82 17 44 12 82 32 44 4½
616 3 81 19 44 23 81 18 44 10
515 1 79 43 44 18 79 36 44 19

X 212 15 65 22 46 38½ 65 20 46 34½
Xr 858 1 60 20 48 4 60 9 47 54½
0 323 1 58 11 48 39 58 31 48 23

434 2 55 1 49 42 55 26 49 22
767 1 51 49 50 46 51 48 50 42

19291 7
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The zone that includes the prominent poles (112) and (212) also
contains several new pyramids between a hyperthetical macrodome
(012) and (212). Developing this zone fragment into a series, we have:

012 148 4.5.10 112 548 10.7.14 212

h c0 8 % 2 % 7

v-1 oo 7 § 1 § 3 0

In this series no term except 7, derived from (148), falls in a series
higher than N4, and 23, derived from (4.5.10), falls in normal series N3.

1 (148). This new pyramid was observed 3 times on crystal I, and
twice on crystal III. The pole (148) also lies at the intersection of zones
[011.131] and [111.013].

m (4.5.10). This new pyramid was noted three times on crystal
III. The pole [4.5.10] also lies at the intersection of the zone under
discussion with [012:121] and [325:210].

o (548). This new pyramid was observed three times on crystal I,
and twice on crystal III. The zonal relations of this form are very good.
The pole (548) falls in the zones [013:504], [111:031] and [504:011].

p (10.7.14). This new pyramid was observed once on crystal III.
The pole (10.7.14) lies at the intersection of the zone under discussion
and [212.031].

MEASURED CALCULATED
FORMS N p pP

0 t 0 I 0 I 0

1 148 5 16 6 24 431 15 14 24 33
mii 4.5.10 3 40 35 30 14 41 4 30 19
O 548 5 53 38 36 38 53 42 36 34

10.7.14 1 56 52 39 15 57 16 39 11il

The preceding discussion of the three zones of the form system of
danburite, which, through the present study, have been proven to be
rich in pyramid forms, has failed to include seven new pyramids which
do not lie in any of these zones.

These will now be discussed in detail.
l (449). This new pyramid in the zone [001:110] was observed four

times on crystal I, and twice on crystal III. It lies at the intersection of
zones (401.221) and (013.410).

K (559). This new pyramid, also in zone [001:110], was observed
twice on crystal I, and once on crystal III. The pole (559) also lies in
zone [110.504].
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q (958). This new pyramid was noted once on crystal II. The zonal
relations of this form to the danburite form system are very good, the
pole (958) marking the intersection of zones [111:152], [2O1:112],
1101:1521 and [011:310].

Fig. 3

I,

Fig. 4

n (10.2.7). This new pyramid was noted once on crystal I. The
pole (10.2.7) lies at the intersection of the prominent zone [201.011] and
[401.112].

r (14.4.5). This new pyramid was observed twice on crystal I,
in each instances as a very minute plane. The zonal relations of

1929] 9
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[14.4.5] are very fair. It lies at the intersection of zones [401.121],
[013.212] and [201.111].

; (14.3.4). This new pyramid was observed 3 times on crystal I,
in each instance as a very minute though bright plane. The pole (14.3.4)
lies at the intersection of the prominent zone [201.210] with [504.310].

ut (152). This new pyramid was observed twice on crystal III,
both times as a small faint plane from which a reading was obtained with
difficulty. The pole (152) falls at the intersection of the highly rational
zones (031.121), (121.310) and (072.120).

FORMS MEASURED CALCULATED
N p pp

0 0 , 0 0, 0,
449 6 47 26 30 8 47 2611 30 6

K 559 3 47 29 36 13 47 261 36 33
q 958 1 63 32 50 0 63 4 50 35
n 10.2.7 1 79 48 54 57 79 35 54 21
r 14.4.5 2 75 7 70 44½ 75 16 70 loll
f 14.3.4 3 78 57 73 32 78 52 73 43
It 152 2 11 43 65 561 12 17 66 6

Figures 3 and 4 show two views of crystal I, drawn in actual
proportion.
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